
Our videos tell your stories,
showcase your ideas,
educate your audiences and
explain your projects.

FRONTIERSANIMATION.COM

FRONTIERS
ANIMATION

A DIVISION OF CREATIVE FRONTIERS

FROM IDEA
TO ANIMATION



WE CREATE STUNNING
ANIMATIONS
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WHY YOU NEED
ANIMATION

They are great at 
informing and 

educating viewers 
about your product 

or service.

They engage 
your audience 
and e�ectively 
tell your story.

They o�er total 
creative freedom at 

a fraction of the 
cost of live action 

video. 

They directly 
increase sales and 
help your viewers 

retain your message.

They are easy to 
localize for 

multiple contexts.
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WHY FRONTIERS ANIMATION
IS YOUR BEST CHOICE

FOR QUALITY ANIMATION

We have Industry leading 
expertise in international 

development, health, 
education, tech and 
nonprofit sectors.

We can develop 
animations to suit 

any budget

We have an incredibly 
talented team that 

delivers results

We offer 
exceptional 

support

Our animations start from $2000 
and scale to suit any budget.

We are extremely cost 
competitive o�ering over 20% 
savings compared to the 
competition at each quality level. 

Our animation costs scale down 
the more minutes you add to the 
production.

We have special discounts for 
nonprofits.

We get our audience's attention 
and our behavior change 
methodology guarentees shifts 
in attitudes.

We have an e�cient pipeline 
that delivers videos faster than 
our competition. On average 
most animations are delivered 
within 5 weeks. 

We have delivered proven ROI 
for our animated videos.

Our clients praise us for the exceptional 
support they receive.

With dedicated account management, 
you will never miss a deadline.

Unlimited meetings and consultations 
with our script and creative leads at the 
higher tier levels will ensure that all your 
stakeholders' needs are accounted for.

Additional free add ons such as social 
media posts will let you get exceptional 
value from our services.



OUR CLIENTS 
VOUCH FOR US

“The team transformed our script into a beautiful, culturally-appropriate 
animated video teaching tool, soon to be launched by the Ministry of 

Health(Swaziland). In our experience with Creative Frontiers (Frontiers 
Animation), they have been incredibly responsive, shown remarkable 

attention to detail and excellence in the production of a high-quality digital 
product. We will certainly work with them again in the future.”

Maya Adam
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

“We really appreciate the back and forth communication we had at every step of the process, 
as well as the opportunity to provide detailed feedback to you and your team at multiple 

points. It was also an added bonus that we were on the same wavelength with regards to the 
content, messaging and story line, as well as the visualizations. In the end, we are quite 

satisfied with the animation and think it will do wonders to help us disseminate our paper 
and, most importantly, spread the concepts underlying our framework."

Christina T. Kwauk, Ph. D
THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTE

Our clients and partners from the Health, Pharma, Education,  International 
development, Nonprofits and Innovative startup sectors love working  with us!



Full color visuals
Illustration and motion design
Basic script writing (1 options and 1 revision) 
Voice over (English) and music

10% discount on additional minutes*

FULL-COLOR 
INFOGRAPHIC BASED 
ANIMATION

$2K per minute

WHAT OUR ANIMATIONS COST



Full color visuals
Illustration and motion design
1 puppet animated character
Script writing (2 options and 1 revision) 
Voice over (English) and music

15% discount on additional minutes*

SIMPLE CHARACTER 
ANIMATION AND 
MOTION DESIGN

$4.5K per minute

WHAT OUR ANIMATIONS COST



Premium script writing/Storyboard
(2 options, unlimited revisions)
Art direction, illustration, motion design
Up to 3 character animation  (puppet only)
Advanced camera transitions
High quality music and voice over (English)
3 designed social media posts

15% discount on additional minutes*

HIGH QUALITY ANIMATION 
WITH PREMIUM 
SCRIPTWRITING

$7.5K per minute

WHAT OUR ANIMATIONS COST

 AND BEST

MOST

POPULAR

VALUE



Premium script writing/Storyboard
(2 options, unlimited revisions)
Premium Art direction, illustration, motion design
Character animation  (hand animated & semi puppet)

High quality lighting and shadows
Pro level camera transitions
High quality music and voice over (English)
5 designed social media posts

20% discount on additional minutes*

STUNNING QUALITY ANIMATION 
WITH BEAUTIFUL, ILLUSTRATED 
CHARACTERS AND ENVIRONMENTS

$12.5K per minute

WHAT OUR ANIMATIONS COST
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